Introduction
Measurements from the upgraded Collider Detector at the Fermilab Tevatron (CDF II) are becoming increasingly competitive with B-factories results on B 0 decays into charged final states, and complementary to them in corresponding B 0 s and baryon modes [1] . In addition, the reached sensitivity to flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) b-meson decays could reveal new physics before the start-up of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2] .
We present recent results on these topics, from samples corresponding to time-integrated luminosities of Ldt ≃ 0.78-1 fb −1 . C-conjugate modes are implied throughout the text, branching fractions (B) indicate CP-averages, and the first (second) uncertainty associated to any number is statistical (systematic). Details on the CDF II detector can be found elsewhere [3] . We analyzed a Ldt ≃ 1 fb −1 sample of pairs of oppositely-charged particles, used to form B 0 (s) meson candidates, with p T > 2 GeV/c and p T (1) + p T (2) > 5.5 GeV/c. The trigger also requires a 20
• < ∆φ < 135
• transverse opening-angle between tracks to reject light-quark background. In addition, both charged particles must originate from a transversely-displaced vertex from the beam (100 µm < d 0 < 1 mm), while the B 0 (s) meson candidate must be produced in the primary pp interaction (d 0 (B) < 140 µm) and to travel a transverse distance L xy (B) > 200 µm.
) of about 15,000 events and signal-tonoise ratio SNR ≃ 0.2 at peak is visible already after the trigger selection: a remarkable achievement at a hadron collider, made possible by the CDF trigger on displaced tracks [4] .
In the offline analysis, an unbiased optimization further tightens the selection of track-pairs fit to a common decay-vertex. We use different selections, each obtained by maximizing the statistical resolution on the specific parameter to be measured (B or A CP ), as predicted from repeating the actual measurement on pseudo-experiments. We also exploit the discriminating power of the B 0 (s) meson 'isolation' and of the information provided by the 3D-view of CDF tracking, which both greatly improve signal purity. Isolation is defined as The resulting ππ-mass distribution ( Fig. 1, right) shows a clean signal, estimated by a Gaussian plus an exponential (combinatoric background) and an Argus-shaped (partially reconstructed B decays) fit to contain about 7,000 events, with standard deviation σ = 39 ± 1 MeV/c 2 and SNR ≃ 8.3 at peak. This corresponds to a factor of 2 (40) reduction in signal (background) yield with respect to the trigger selection.
The various B 0 (s) → h + h ′ − modes appear overlapping into an unresolved mass peak. Indeed, the mass and PID resolutions are insufficient for separating them on a per-event basis. We achieved a statistical separation with a multivariate, unbinned likelihood-fit that uses PID information, provided by specific ionization energy loss (dE /dx ) in the drift chamber, and kinematics.
We exploit the kinematic differences among modes by using the correlation between masses and (signed ratios of) momenta ( Fig. 1, left) . Mass line-shapes are accurately described accounting for the effect of final state radiation of soft photons and non-Gaussian resolution tails. The dE /dx is calibrated over the tracking volume and time using about 10 6 , 95% pure,
where the identity of Cabibbo-favored D 0 decay-products is tagged by the strong D * + decay [5] . A 1.5σ separation is obtained between kaons and pions with p > 2 GeV/c. A 10% residual track-to-track correlation due to uncorrected common-mode dE /dx fluctuations is included in the fit. Kinematic fit templates are extracted from simulation (signal) and from real mass-sidebands data (background); dE /dx templates (signal and background) are extracted from the D 0 samples used in calibration. The fitted yields reveal the first observation of B 0
− (110 ± 18 ± 16 events, 11σ significance), and Λ 0 b → pK − (156 ± 20 ± 11 events, 6σ significance) decays. After correcting for trigger, reconstruction, and selection efficiencies, we obtain the , and B(
, can be compared for a model-independent test for presence of new physics in these decays [6] . Dominant systematic uncertainties, evaluated with pseudo-experiments, include contributions from imperfect knowledge of dE /dx shapes, isolation efficiency, combinatorial background shapes, and charge-asymmetries in background. Further details on the analysis can be found in Ref. [7] .
Search for rare FCNC B meson decays
In the standard model (SM), FCNC decays are strongly suppressed: O(10 −9 − 10 −10 ) expected branching fractions for rare B 0 (s) → µ + µ − decays are a factor O(100) beyond current experimental sensitivity. However, contributions from non-SM physics may significantly enhance these rates, making possible an observation that would be unambiguous signature of new physics.
We searched for B 0 (s) → µ + µ − decays in Ldt ≃ 780 pb −1 of data collected by the dimuon trigger. Offline, we require two oppositely-charged muon candidates fit to a common decay-vertex. We cut on the dimuon transverse momentum to reject combinatoric background, on the 3D decay-length (λ) and on its resolution to reject prompt background, and on the isolation; we also require the candidate to point back to the primary vertex to further reduce combinatoric background and partially reconstructed b-hadron decays. This results in about 23,000 candidates, mostly due to combinatoric background.
Further purity is obtained by cutting on a the likelihood-ratio (LR) based on three input observables: the isolation of the candidate, the decay-length 
probability (e −ct/cτ ), and the 'pointing' to the primary vertex (i. e., the opening angle ∆α between the p T (B)-vector and the vector of the displacement between the pp vertex and the candidate decay-vertex). We extract the signal (background) template from simulation (mass-sidebands in data).
The B 0 (s) → µ + µ − branching fractions are obtained by normalizing to the number of B + → J/ψ(→ µ + µ − )K + decays collected in the same sample. The ratio of trigger acceptances between signal and normalization mode (≃ 25%) and the relative offline-selection efficiency (≃ 90%) are derived from simulation, the relative trigger efficiencies (≃ 1) are extracted from unbiased data. The expected average background is obtained by extrapolating events from the mass-sidebands to the search regions. This estimate was checked by comparing predicted and observed background yields in control samples such as like-sign dimuon candidates, and opposite-sign dimuon candidates with negative decay-length or with one muon failing the quality requirements. Contributions of punch-through hadrons from B (Fig. 2, left) , are in agreement with the expected background events. A Bayesian approach that assumes a flat prior is used to estimate the following upper limits for the branching fractions:
−8 at 90(95)% CL. These results improve by a factor of two previous limits and significantly reduce the allowed parameter space for a broad range of SUSY models [8] .
An analogous search is performed in 0.92 fb 
